Polyvocality

1. Citation – Directly alluding to someone else
2. Projection – “They say”
3. Modal verbs – Might, may, should, could, would, tend to
4. Qualifying adverbs – Probably, possibly, plausibly, maybe, at least
5. Indefinite pronouns – most of us, some of us
6. Concessions – But, however

From Martha Nussbaum’s “Can Patriotism be Compassionate?”

Most of us are brought up to believe that all human beings have equal worth. At least the world's major religions and most secular philosophies tell us so. But our emotions don't believe it. We mourn for those we know, not for those we don't know. And most of us feel deep emotions about America, emotions we don't feel about India or Russia or Rwanda. In and of itself, this narrowness of our emotional lives is probably acceptable and maybe even good. We need to build outward from meanings we understand, or else our moral life would be empty of urgency. Aristotle long ago said, plausibly, that the citizens in Plato's ideal city, asked to care for all citizens equally, would actually care for none, since care is learned in small groups with their more intense attachments. Reading Marcus Aurelius bears this out: The project of weaning his imagination from its intense erotic attachments to the familial and the local gradually turns into the rather alarming project of weaning his heart from deep investment in the world. He finds that the only way to be utterly evenhanded is to cultivate a kind of death within life, seeing all people as distant and shadow-like, “vain images in a procession.” If we want our life with others to contain strong passions-for justice in a world of injustice, for aid in a world where many go without what they need—we would do well to begin, at least, with our familiar strong emotions toward family, city and country. But concern should not stop with these local attachments.
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